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SIG IS A boy in a coastal tribe, the Storn, long ago in a Northern land. On the day of the wolf hunt, the life
of the tribe changes forever, for Sig rescues a small girl, more like the wolves who shelter her than a human.
Sig’s family adopts her and names her Mouse, and he becomes a loyal brother to this girl with mysterious
powers and a secret past. The shocking discovery of Mouse’s true identity brings to life a terrifying legend
and leads to war, betrayal, and Sig’s coming of age as he finds the wit and courage to save his tribe.

“Like an ancient cave painting come to life, Sedgwick’s tale of dark enchantment depicts a primitive tribe in
a north country.”—Publishers Weekly, Starred

“Will . . . find a solid readership among historical fiction fans, thanks to the fast pace, hint of magic, and
satisfyingly enigmatic
conclusion.”—Booklist

“Employing a lean narrative voice and writing in short chapters that encourage page turning, Sedgwick
draws readers along . . . rich, involving, and vivifying.”—School Librabry Journal, Starred

From the Hardcover edition.
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From reader reviews:

Kiley Kaufman:

The book The Dark Horse will bring you to the new experience of reading the book. The author style to
explain the idea is very unique. Should you try to find new book to study, this book very ideal to you. The
book The Dark Horse is much recommended to you you just read. You can also get the e-book from official
web site, so you can quickly to read the book.

Scott Ridgway:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style on this era globalization. With reading through you can get a
lot of information that can give you benefit in your life. Along with book everyone in this world may share
their idea. Books can also inspire a lot of people. Many author can inspire their particular reader with their
story or perhaps their experience. Not only situation that share in the publications. But also they write about
the information about something that you need illustration. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach
your young ones, there are many kinds of book that exist now. The authors these days always try to improve
their expertise in writing, they also doing some exploration before they write for their book. One of them is
this The Dark Horse.

Lori Parker:

Are you kind of occupied person, only have 10 as well as 15 minute in your moment to upgrading your mind
skill or thinking skill possibly analytical thinking? Then you are experiencing problem with the book
compared to can satisfy your small amount of time to read it because all of this time you only find book that
need more time to be learn. The Dark Horse can be your answer because it can be read by you actually who
have those short free time problems.

Nicolas Olsen:

Many people spending their time period by playing outside using friends, fun activity along with family or
just watching TV 24 hours a day. You can have new activity to shell out your whole day by reading through
a book. Ugh, do you think reading a book can definitely hard because you have to use the book everywhere?
It all right you can have the e-book, delivering everywhere you want in your Smartphone. Like The Dark
Horse which is obtaining the e-book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's view.
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